Abstract-Fine-grained scalable (FGS) coding of video streams has been proposed in the literature to accommodate client heterogeneity. FGS streams are composed of two layers: a base layer, which provides basic quality, and a single enhancement layer that adds incremental quality refinements proportional to number of bits received. The base layer uses nonscalable coding which is more efficient in terms of compression ratio than scalable coding used in the enhancement layer. Thus for coding efficiency larger base layers are desired. Larger base layers, however, disqualify more clients from getting the stream. In this paper, we experimentally analyze this coding efficiency gap using diverse video sequences. For FGS sequences, we show that this gap is a non-increasing function of the base layer rate. We then formulate an optimization problem to determine the base layer rate of a single sequence to maximize the average quality for a given client bandwidth distribution. We design an optimal and efficient algorithm (called FGSOPT) to solve this problem. We extend our formulation to the multiple-sequence case, in which a bandwidth-limited server concurrently streams multiple FGS sequences to diverse sets of clients. We prove that this problem is NP-Complete. We design a branch-and-bound algorithm (called MFGSOPT) to compute the optimal solution. MFGSOPT runs fast for many typical cases because it intelligently cuts the search space. In the worst case, however, it has exponential time complexity. We also propose a heuristic algorithm (called MFGS) to solve the multiple-sequence problem. We experimentally show that MFGS produces near-optimal results and it scales to large problems: it terminates in less than 0.5 s for problems with more than 30 sequences. Therefore, MFGS can be used in dynamic systems, where the server periodically adjusts the structure of FGS streams to suit current client distributions.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TMM.2008.917365 typically seek the highest possible video quality. Users, however, are quite heterogeneous in terms of network bandwidth and processing capacity. A conventional nonscalable coded stream only supports one decoding rate, which is insufficient in such a heterogeneous environment. This is because supporting clients with different bandwidth requires storing and serving multiple versions of each video stream. To cope with this heterogeneity, various scalable coding techniques have been proposed in the literature. A scalable coded stream consists of various representations of the original video sequence, with different resolutions, frame rates, or quality. Scalable coders are roughly categorized into two classes: coarse-grained scalable and fine-grained scalable. Coarsegrained scalable (CGS) coders divide a video stream into multiple layers. They provide limited rate scalability at the layer level: clients receiving incomplete layers cannot use them to enhance quality. In contrast, fine-grained scalable (FGS) coders provide finer rate scalability and better error resiliency [1] - [3] . An FGS encoder compresses video data into two layers: a base layer which provides basic quality, and a single enhancement layer that adds incremental quality refinements proportional to the number of bits received. As shown in Fig. 1 , arbitrary truncation (at the bit level) of the enhancement layer to achieve a target rate is possible for FGS coding. This in turn enables streaming servers to fully utilize available bandwidth of individual clients, which results in better video playback quality and ultimately higher user satisfaction.
The fine rate scalability of FGS, however, comes at an expense of coding efficiency. That is, an FGS stream results in lower quality compared to a nonscalable coded stream when both streams are reconstructed at the same bit rate. Previous research indicates that this coding efficiency gap can be as high as 2 dB in MPEG-4 FGS coders [4] . The two main causes of this coding efficiency gap are: 1) less accurate motion compensation as only base layer is used for motion estimation 1 and 2) unexploited correlation between base layer and enhancement layer. The coding efficiency gap is more significant in video streams coded with lower base layer rates because less information is contained in the base layer in this case, which leads to higher motion estimation error. Furthermore, video sequences with lower temporal redundancy result in a smaller gap because motion compensation does not provide much quality gain for these sequences [1] , [4] .
While the temporal correlation is fixed for a given sequence, the base layer rate is a configurable parameter. Therefore, content providers may code a sequence at higher base layer rate to reduce the coding efficiency gap and achieve higher quality. This may increase perceived quality for some clients, which could allow the provider to charge higher service rates. 2 On the other hand, a higher base layer rate may disqualify other clients from receiving the complete base layer stream. Since the base layer is nonscalable, these disqualified clients cannot even render basic quality and effectively they are denied access to the video stream, even though the server may have enough bandwidth to serve them. This may lead to under-utilization of server bandwidth. Hence, there is a trade-off between coding efficiency (and the resulting client perceived quality) on one hand, and the number of clients that can receive the stream (and the resulting server bandwidth utilization) on the other.
To FGS encode a given video sequence, content providers have many options for the base layer rate. Each base layer rate determines the average perceived quality for all clients, which can be used as a metric for user satisfaction. In streaming systems where multiple video sequences are concurrently streamed to diverse sets of clients, content providers have even more choices for the base layer rates of individual sequences. We refer to the problem of determining the base layer rates of FGS streams as structuring FGS streams, because the base layer defines the structure of stream (as shown in Fig. 1 ). Unfortunately, there are no systematic ways in the literature to aid content providers in choosing the optimal structure of FGS streams that would maximize the average quality for all clients over all sequences. In this paper, we propose efficient and optimal algorithms to solve the stream structuring problem.
A. Paper Contributions
Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We experimentally analyze the coding efficiency gap using diverse video sequences. For FGS sequences, we show that this gap is a nonincreasing function of the base layer rate. This analysis could be of interest in its own right for streaming systems that employ FGS encoding.
• We formulate an optimization problem to determine the base layer of a single sequence to maximize the average quality for a given client bandwidth distribution. We design an optimal and efficient algorithm (called FGSOPT) to solve this problem. Preliminary results of this part appear in our previous work [6] .
• We extend our formulation to the multiple-sequence case, in which a bandwidth-limited server concurrently streams multiple FGS sequences to diverse sets of clients. The objective is to efficiently utilize the server bandwidth while maximizing perceived quality for all clients. We prove that this problem is NP-complete. We design a branch-and-bound algorithm (called MFGSOPT) to compute the optimal solution. MFGSOPT runs fast for many typical cases because it intelligently cuts the search space.
In the worst case, however, it has exponential time complexity. Therefore, MFGSOPT is more suitable for off-line scenarios where the server has pre-estimates on the client distribution.
• We propose a heuristic algorithm (called MFGS) to solve the multiple-sequence problem. We experimentally show that MFGS produces near-optimal results and it scales to large problems: it terminates in less than 0.5 s for problems with more than 30 sequences. Therefore, MFGS can be used in dynamic systems, where the server periodically adjusts the structure of FGS streams to suit current client distributions. Our proposed algorithms systematically and optimally choose the best base layer rate for individual video sequences. This is in contrast to manual, error-prone, rule-of-thumb techniques currently used by system administrators. A schematic diagram showing where our algorithms fit in streaming systems is given in Fig. 2 . As the figure indicates, our algorithms can be used during the encoding process as in live streaming systems, or they could be used to transcode already-encoded streams to maximize the quality of the current clients. In both cases, the algorithms can be invoked periodically (e.g., every 5 min) to cope with the dynamic changes in client distributions.
B. Paper Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we summarize the related work. In Section III, we analyze the coding efficiency of FGS streams. We formulate and solve the optimization problem for single-sequence systems in Section IV. In Section V, we prove that structuring multiple sequences is an NP-complete problem, and we present a branch-and-bound algorithm and an efficient heuristic algorithm to solve it. We evaluate our algorithms in Section VI, and we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The coding efficiency gap of MPEG-4 FGS coders are studied in [1] , [4] . The authors investigate the relationship between the FGS coding efficiency gap and the video temporal correlation. They found that the correlation coefficient between an enhancement layer frame and its motion-compensated reference frame is a good indication of the FGS coding efficiency. We study the efficiency gap of the state-of-the-art H.264 coders. Streaming systems, e.g., [7] - [11] , account for the coding efficiency of scalable coders using a layering overhead, which represents the bit rate that does not contribute toward the video quality. Similarly, we model this overhead by a coding efficiency gap function, and we empirically estimate this function.
The authors of [12] experimentally show that properly choosing base layer rates of FGS streams can improve perceived video quality for clients. This work, however, does not propose systematic methods to choose base layer rate. In contrast, our work optimally computes base layer rates based on client distributions and video sequence characteristics to maximize average perceived quality. In our previous work [13] , we considered optimal coding of a single stream that has multiple layers with different granularities. The algorithm in [13] can also be used in streaming systems with multiple nonscalable versions of the stream to compute the optimal rate of each version. The work in the current paper is different because it considers streams with only one FGS layer, and more importantly, it presents a solution to the optimal structuring of multiple sequences being streamed concurrently to diverse client sets, which is more general. We are not aware of any other works in the literature that propose structuring algorithms for fine-grained scalable streams.
The performance of layered streams versus nonscalable streams is studied in [7] . The authors formulate a dynamic programming problem to compute the rate of each layer such that the average perceived video quality is maximized. The square root rate-distortion model [14] is used to estimate the coding efficiency of the layered coding. In [11] , the authors consider broadcasting multi-layer video streams in a wireless cellular system with a given number of channels and client capacity distribution. They determine the optimal rate of each layer to maximize the average perceived quality. Unlike our work, these two works target coarse-grained streams which provide limited flexibility compared to fine-grained streams.
The authors of [15] study multicast streaming systems with many receivers. They partition receivers into several groups to maximize a system-wide utility function. A video stream used in such systems can be encoded into multiple cumulative layers.
Several versions with different rates of the same stream can also be created. This work does not consider fine-grained streams, nor does it account for the layering overhead. Several papers [8] - [10] have approximated layering overhead for performance comparison of layered streams and multiple version streams. For example, the work in [10] proposes a linear layering overhead function, which is inspired by the experimental results in [1] , whereas the works in [8] , [9] employ a fixed layering overhead.
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF FGS-CODED STREAMS
A fine-grained scalable (FGS) video stream is composed of two layers: base layer and enhancement layer. As depicted in Fig. 1 , the base layer is nonscalable and must be received in its entirety to provide basic quality, while the enhancement layer can be truncated at arbitrary bit positions. Therefore, an FGScoded stream can support a wide range of streaming rates, and thus many heterogeneous clients. For a given video sequence, a maximum bit rate is determined by the administrator. corresponds to the maximum possible quality of the video stream, and it is specified by the resources (storage and bandwidth) allocated to that video sequence. We denote the bit rate of the base layer as , where . An FGS-coded stream can be served at any bit rate , where . Our problem in this paper is to determine the best base layer rate so that the average quality is maximized for all clients. To solve this problem, we need to study the implications of varying . We design the following experiments to analyze these implications. We use the Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM) reference software version 8.0 [16] in our experiments. A brief description of this software and how we configured it is given in Section VI. We chose five diverse video sequences: City, Mobile, Soccer, Harbour, and Crew. The first four sequences are in CIF format with 30 frames per second, while the last one is in high-resolution 4CIF format. We set at a specific value and encode the whole stream with a maximum rate for CIF sequences and for 4CIF sequences. Then we determine the quality that would be perceived by various clients decoding the stream at different rates. We consider clients in the range between 250 and 3000 kbps with a step of 250 kbps for CIF sequences, and between 500 and 10000 kbps with a step of 500 kbps for 4CIF sequences. The quality is determined by decoding the stream and computing the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) in dB. We repeat the whole experiment for several values of the base layer rate, and for all five sequences. These are computationally intensive experiments and each took many CPU processing hours to complete.
The sample results of two CIF sequences and one 4CIF sequence are presented in Fig. 3 , while similar results are observed for all other sequences. Several observations can be drawn from this figure. First, FGS streams have lower coding efficiency. For example, Fig. 3 (a) indicates that decoding a nonscalable stream at rate 500 kbps results in 30 dB video quality, while decoding an FGS stream (with ) results in 26 dB video quality. We model this difference in coding efficiency by a quality gap function, which is defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Quality Gap
): The quality gap is defined as the quality difference between a nonscalable stream and a fine-grained scalable stream coded with base layer rate , when both streams are decoded at the same bit rate.
The quality gap can be explained by the additional overhead and unexploited video redundancy caused by the scalable coding structure. A second observation we can make from Fig. 3 is that higher base layer rates lead to smaller quality gaps. For example, Fig. 3 (a) shows that at a decoding rate of 1500 kbps, an FGS stream with results in about 1-dB quality gap compared to nonscalable stream, while an FGS stream with results in a 6-dB quality gap. These differences can be explained by the fact that more temporal redundancy can be exploited if the base layer contains more information, i.e., is coded at a higher rate. This observation indicates that the quality gap is a nonincreasing function of the base layer . We further validate this property in the evaluation section. We will use this nonincreasing property in solving the quality optimization problem in the next sections.
A third observation is that sequences with different characteristics lead to different quality gap . For instance, Figs. 3(a) and (b) show that at decoding rate 1500 kbps, FGS streams (with ) for Mobile and Harbour sequences result in about a 7-and 3-dB quality gap, respectively. This observation suggests that there is no single quality gap function that is suitable for all video sequences. Therefore, we need to consider heterogeneous gap functions when designing streaming systems that concurrently serve multiple video sequences. Finally, we note that similar scalable coding inefficiencies were observed in MPEG-4 FGS coders [1] . This is consistent with our observations on the recent H.264 coders.
IV. SINGLE-SEQUENCE FORMULATION
In this section, we formulate the quality optimization problem for a single video sequence. We also present an optimal algorithm to solve it. This problem is important for streaming systems in which: 1) the sever is broadcasting a single FGS stream to many clients or 2) the server pre-allocates a fixed bandwidth for each stream that it serves. We extend the formulation to multiple sequence systems in Section V.
A. Problem Formulation
We formulate and solve an optimization problem for a single video sequence. This optimization problem searches for the best base layer rate for a given video sequence that achieves the highest average perceived quality for all clients. We consider heterogeneous client populations. We model this heterogeneity by dividing clients into classes. All clients belonging to the same class have the same bandwidth . We assume that . The fraction of clients in each class is given by a probability mass function , where
. No assumptions are made on the number of client classes or on the probability function. Without loss of generality, we assume that . If otherwise, we combine clients with bandwidth larger than in a class with bandwidth equal to . We can do that because no matter how large the client bandwidth is, it cannot receive more than the maximum rate . We write the single sequence optimization problem that maximizes the average perceived quality as follows: (1) where is the quality (measured as PSNR in decibels) achieved by clients in class .
A naive approach to solve the above problem is to try all possible values for in the range . This is very costly because FGS coders allow for too many possibilities for . We propose an optimal algorithm that takes at most steps in the following.
B. Optimal and Efficient Algorithm
We develop an efficient, yet optimal, algorithm to find the best base layer rate that maximizes average perceived quality for a given video sequence. Our approach is enabled by the following theorem.
Theorem 1: An optimal solution for the base layer rate that maximizes the average perceived quality for all users can be found at one of the rates , where . Proof: Referring to Fig. 3(a) , we can re-write the quality of the FGS stream for clients in class as (2) where is the quality achieved by the nonscalable encoder at rate , and is the quality gap between the FGS and nonscalable streams as defined in Section III. Notice that the quality for clients in any class is zero if these clients do not have enough bandwidth to receive the complete base layer, i.e., if . We divide the search range into non-overlapping intervals , where and . Now assume that the optimal base layer rate occurs in an arbitrary interval . Since all classes with receive quality of zero, the maximization problem becomes (3) Notice that the only term that depends on in the above equation is the quality gap . Thus, to maximize quality, we need to minimize . Recall that in Section III we argued that is non-increasing function of , we validate this argument in Section VI. Since is non-increasing in the interval , no point in that interval could make the quality gap smaller than . Thus, an optimal solution for occurs at .
The above theorem tells us that to find an optimal base layer rate , it suffices to check only the rates , where . A straightforward approach to implement this lemma is to compute (3) at and choose the rate that corresponds to the maximum quality. This would require computing the summation at every iteration, which makes the time complexity of the algorithm . A better approach is to iteratively compute each term from towards , and every iteration only adds the difference in quality to the quality computed in the previous iteration. The difference in quality between class and is given by the following equation:
The first term represents the quality improvement because clients with bandwidth is capable to receive coded streams.
The second term represents the quality degradation of all clients that have bandwidth larger than because of a larger coding efficiency gap.
Using the above idea and Theorem 1, we propose an efficient algorithm for our single sequence formulation, called FGSOPT, that computes an optimal value for the base layer rate. The pseudo code of the algorithm is given in Fig. 4 . The inputs to the algorithm are: 1) a probability mass function that describes the bandwidth distribution of different client classes; 2) a ratedistortion function that yields the expected quality when decoding the nonscalable video stream at rate ; and 3) a quality gap function that describes the reduction in quality if the video stream were to be encoded in FGS manner with base layer rate . In Sections VI-E and VI-F, we discuss how rate-distortion and quality gap functions can be estimated. The output of the algorithm is the optimal base layer rate. The time complexity of the algorithm is clearly .
V. MULTIPLE-SEQUENCE FORMULATION
In this section, we extend our formulation to structure multiple FGS video sequences. This is a general optimization problem applicable to servers that are concurrently streaming multiple FGS sequences to diverse client communities. We first present the formulation of the problem and show that it is, unfortunately, NP-complete. Then, we present a branch-and-bound algorithm that finds the optimal solution. This algorithm is fast in many typical cases, but its worst-case time complexity is exponential. Thus, it is not possible to use it in dynamic real-time systems. Rather, it could be used for off-line cases in which the server has estimates on future client distributions and can therefore produce optimal FGS streams for them apriori. For dynamic cases, we propose a heuristic algorithm that runs significantly faster than the branch-and-bound algorithm and produces near-optimal results.
A. Problem Formulation and Hardness
We consider a streaming server with a given network bandwidth . The server has sequences to encode and serve to diverse client communities. The sequences are assumed to have different popularities. Our objective is to determine the base layer rate of each video sequence such that the server maximally utilizes its capacity and achieves the best perceived quality for all clients receiving the video sequences. To formulate this problem, we generalize the notations used in the single sequence problem by using a superscript to refer to the sequence number.
Let be the number of clients that receive sequence , where 3 . We model the heterogeneous client population by dividing all clients into classes. All clients in the same class allocate the same bandwidth to receive sequence , where . Without loss of generality, we assume for all . The clients of each sequence are distributed over classes according to the probability mass function , where . Let be the maximum bit rate of sequence . For any sequence , the base layer rate must be no larger than . As in the single-sequence case, we assume that without loss of generality.
We denote the stream structuring policy for all sequences by the vector , where . Clearly, we have , where
. The multiple sequence problem that maximizes the average perceived quality for all clients over all sequences can be written as
In the above formulation, represents the decoding rate of sequence for clients in class , and denotes the quality for sequence achieved by clients in class . Since clients in classes with bandwidth less than cannot even receive base layer, We have (5) and, consequently (6) where is the quality achieved by coding sequence with nonscalable coders at rate , and is the quality gap function between the FGS and nonscalable streams for sequence that is FGS-coded with base layer rate .
The following theorem shows that the multiple-sequence problem in (4) is an NP-complete problem. The proof idea is to reduce a well-known NP-complete problem, multiple-choice knapsack problem (MCKP) [17, Ch. 11] , to our problem. Details are given in the technical report [18] due to space limitations.
Theorem 2: Determining the base layer rates of multiple FGS sequences concurrently streamed by a server with limited bandwidth to maximize the average perceived quality for all clients over all sequences is an NP-complete problem. 3 We should note that, in a more general sense, N can be seen as the importance the sequence s. This allows administrators to gauge the relative bandwidth allocation among all sequences. 
B. Optimal, Branch-and-Bound, Algorithm
We propose a branch-and-bound algorithm that performs a breadth first search on an incrementally constructed tree to find optimal base layer rates for the considered sequences. The tree has levels, each corresponds to a sequence. In level , we create a node for each possible base layer rate assignment for sequence . An example tree is given in Fig. 6 . The number of possible is finite since Theorem 1 tells us that it is sufficient to check rates , where for an optimal base layer rate that maximizes average quality for sequence . Clearly, searching the entire tree, even fully constructing it, takes exponential number of steps. Our algorithm tries to cut, or more accurately not to create, as many branches of the tree as possible without sacrificing the optimal solution. This is achieved using the BOUND function described below.
To search for the optimal base layer rates, we define two variables: 1)
is the average quality improvement contributed by sequence , when the base layer is coded at rate and 2) is the server bandwidth consumption of all clients of sequence , when the base layer is coded at rate . Using (4), (5) , and (6), these two variables can be computed as (7) Fig. 6 . Finding the optimal structuring of four sequences using our branch-and-bound algorithm. Using our BOUND function, the search space is significantly reduced without sacrificing the optimal solution.
and (8) Now, the goal of the algorithm is to maximize the average quality of all sequences:
without consuming more than the server bandwidth:
. This is achieved by: 1) traversing through the tree and memorizing the best known average quality so far and 2) using a bounding function to determine whether a subsequent branching may lead to a better assignment without fully expanding the branch.
The idea of the BOUND function is to relax the constraint on the server bandwidth to compute an upper bound on the achievable quality from a branch. If this upper bound is smaller than the current best-known solution, this branch is cut. Computing the upper bound is not costly, because the interaction among different sequences (hence the combinatorial explosion) is avoided. The pseudocode of the BOUND function is given in Fig. 5 . The BOUND function is called before expanding any branch. The function is passed the maximum allowable bandwidth consumption for all sequences in that branch. We allow each sequence to consume bandwidth as much as . By doing so, we search for the maximum quality contribution from each sequence without worrying about other sequences (the for-loop in lines [4] [5] [6] . This is clearly an upper bound on the quality which may or may not be feasible to achieve, but it can be used to judge whether the branch is worth full expansion. The BOUND function returns the upper bound on the quality from the branch, as well as the associated bandwidth consumption and the base layer rates of all sequences in the branch.
As described in Fig. 5 , the MFGSOPT algorithm uses the return values from the BOUND function as follows. First, if the upper bound is worse than the best known solution so far, we cut this branch (lines 8-9). Second, if the upper bound is better then the best known solution and the total bandwidth consumption of all sequences happens to be less than the server bandwidth, we take the upper bound from this branch as the best known solution (lines [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . We also cut this branch because we have already found the best solution in it that branch which happens to conform to the original bandwidth constraint even though we relaxed this constraint during the computation of this solution. Third, if the upper bound is better than the best known solution so far but it requires more bandwidth than the server bandwidth, we need to expand this branch (lines [15] [16] [17] . Finally, the branch-and-bound algorithm needs an initial assignment of the base layer rates. This solution can be set arbitrarily. We use our heuristic algorithm (described in Section V-C) to start the branch-and-bound algorithm to begin with an informed guess. This significantly reduces the running times in typical cases.
The BOUND subroutine runs in polynomial time complexity , where corresponds to the maximum number of user classes among all client sequences and is the number of sequences. This is because the for-loops start from line 2 and line 4 iterate through at most and values, respectively. The worst-case time complexity of the MFGSOPT algorithm is . This is because we have at most nodes to be considered, and each node calls the BOUND subroutine times (the for-loop between lines 6-17). Given that BOUND subroutine runs in time , the running time of MFGSOPT algorithm is at most . Illustrative Example: We describe the idea of the MFGSOPT algorithm using a simple example, which is illustrated in Fig. 6 . We assume there are four sequences, each of them has 3, 2, 3, and 4 client classes, respectively. The total server bandwidth is given as 11 units. For clarity of the example, we assume that the quality function , quality gap function , and the client bandwidth distribution function are given, such that the computed variables and (using (7) and (8)) are as shown in Table I . The initial best known quality is set to zero at the root node as we have no knowledge on the optimal base layer rate assignment. We denote this unknown assignment as , where the first four elements represent base layer rates of the four sequences in order, and the last element, 0/0, denotes total quality over total bandwidth of this assignment. We create three child nodes (nodes are labeled with the order of creation), where each node represents possible a base layer rate for sequence 1. For example, node 1 represents coding sequence 1 at base layer rate where rates for sequences 2, 3, and 4 are not determined yet. Using Table I , we know that sequence 1 consumes bandwidth and produces average quality improvement . Before expanding the branch under node 1, we use the BOUND function to find the upper bound on the quality from that branch, which is 18. The BOUND function also returns the associated bandwidth consumption as 9, and the base layer rates of sequences 2, 3, 4 as , , and . Notice that, the BOUND function provides a feasible and better assignment as the total bandwidth consumption is and average quality is . Hence, we memorize this rate assignment and update the best known average quality to 21. Most importantly, the BOUND function finds an optimal assignment for sequences 2, 3, and 4 without even creating any of the 32 nodes below node 1.
We then check the branch under node 2. The BOUND function tells us that the upper bound on the quality is . We cut this branch as well, because 20 is smaller than the best known quality. We next check node 3. This time, the BOUND function returns an upper bound on the quality as that consumes bandwidth . Notice that this assignment, while produces higher quality than the best known solution, is not a feasible one as it requires more bandwidth than the server bandwidth. Therefore, we need to expand this branch. We create child nodes 4 and 5 for node 3. We repeatedly use the BOUND function to reduce the search space until all branches are either investigated or cut. Memorizing best known rate assignment and using the BOUND function allow us to traverse through only eight nodes yet cover the complete search space, which has 72 leaf nodes. We find the optimal assignment as .
C. Efficient Heuristic Algorithm
We propose a heuristic algorithm to solve the multiple-sequence stream structuring problem. Our experimental results (in Section VI) show that it produces near-optimal solutions, and runs much faster than the branch-and-bound algorithm. The core idea of this algorithm is to incrementally allocate more bandwidth to sequences that are expected to increase the total quality by higher margins for each bandwidth unit consumed from the server bandwidth.
The pseudocode of the algorithm is given in Fig. 7 . The algorithm maintains a two-dimensional array , where the row corresponds to sequence . There are columns for each row. Each element of the array is a triplet of the form , where is the average quality improvement given by (7), is the bandwidth consumption given by (8) , when the base layer of sequence is encoded at rate . The algorithm sorts each row based on in increasing order (line 2). After sorting, the algorithm removes all array entries that would clearly produce inferior solutions (line 3). This is the case when because is greater then , i.e., the element uses more bandwidth than yet contributes smaller value to the overall quality. After removing these inferior entries, each row of the array is sorted in increasing and . The while loop (lines 5-13) repeatedly allocates more bandwidth to the sequence with the highest quality improvement per bandwidth usage , which is computed as if otherwise (9) where is the remaining (i.e., unallocated yet) server bandwidth, and is the largest integer such that . Let be the index of the current base layer rate for sequence , i.e., the base layer rate of is . We start from for all sequences (line 4), and search for the sequence with the highest value among all sequences. We allocate more bandwidth to that sequence , i.e., we encode sequence at base layer rate rather than (line 13). We update the remaining bandwidth (line 12), recompute for all sequences (line 8), and find the sequence that leads to the highest overall quality margin again. We allocate more bandwidth to that sequence. We stop once is not sufficient to further increase the average quality (line 11).
The time complexity of MFGS algorithm is , where is the number of client classes and is the number of sequences. This is because it takes: 1) steps to compute and as indicated by (7) and (8); 2) to sort rows of and remove inferior entries of ; and 3) iterations to find the best . Illustrative Example: We use the illustrative example developed in Section V-B to explain the operation of MFGS algorithm. The variables and are shown in Table I . The algorithm first sorts each row of the array and removes inferior array entries as described above, which leads to the updated array shown in Table II , where removed entries are crossed out.
For example, can be removed because coding sequence 2 with leads to quality improvement 6 with bandwidth consumption 4, which is clearly better than encoding that sequence with that results in quality improvement 4 with bandwidth consumption 6.
Initially, all sequences are allocated zero bandwidth, and the remaining bandwidth is
. The potential quality improvement per bandwidth unit usage can be computed using (9) as: 2/1, 6/4, 3/1, and 1/1 for sequences 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. We set as sequence 3 leads to the highest value, thus it is expected to increase the total quality by the highest margin. Accordingly, we update the remaining bandwidth to be 10. We then recompute and get 2/1, 6/4, 2/2, and 1/1. Since sequence 1 leads to the highest value, we assign more bandwidth to it by letting . We repeat this iteration seven times until the remaining bandwidth reaches 0, when , , , and . The correspondent base layer rate assignment is , and the average quality is 21. In this example, MFGS algorithm finds an optimal solution, which is shown to be 21 by MFGSOPT algorithm in Section V-B.
D. Discussion
Our MFGSOPT algorithm targets video on-demand systems, where a video sequence is expected to be streamed to many clients over an extended period of time. Therefore, the cost of computing or estimating the inputs of the algorithm is justified by the quality improvement observed by the clients. Moreover, this cost is controllable: For videos with expected low demand, the administrator can quickly compute rough estimates of the inputs, while for popular videos more elaborate estimations can be done. One of the following three methods can be used to control the computational time. First, the quality gap can be roughly estimated by a line with negative slope that requires only two sample points. As we show in Section VI, a fourth order polynomial function is a better representation of , but would require more sample points and higher computing power. Second, the rate-distortion function can be estimated by sophisticated analytic methods [19] or by simple curve fitting to a few empirical samples. In Section VI, we show that a quadratic function fairly accurately models the relationship between the rate and expected distortion. Third, the administrator may adopt various granularities of bandwidth estimations to gauge the maximum number of client classes among all video sequences . Choosing a coarse-grained bandwidth estimation method imposes lower network and computational overhead. This also leads to a smaller value and thus reduces the running-time of our MFGSOPT algorithm.
Our MFGS algorithm targets on-line applications as it runs much faster than optimal algorithms that have exponential running time. We will verify the running time of MFGS algorithm in the evaluation section. Like MFGSOPT algorithm, the computational cost of MFGS algorithm is controllable through the choices of its inputs. As a final note, we employ MFGS to determine an initial assignment for MFGSOPT algorithm presented in the previous subsection.
VI. EVALUATION
In this section, we rigorously evaluate our proposed algorithms. We start by describing our experimental setup. Then we demonstrate the potential quality improvement resulted by our algorithms. Then, we show that our heuristic algorithm for the multiple-sequence problem produces near-optimal results and runs substantially faster than our branch-and-bound algorithm. We also show that our heuristic algorithm scales with number of sequences and it terminates in a fraction of a second for systems with more than 30 sequences. Finally, we experimentally validate the non-increasing property of the quality gap function assumed by our algorithms, and we show that a simple quadratic function is a good approximation for rate-distortion models used in our algorithms.
A. Setup
Software: In our experiments, we augment and use the reference software of the Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM) [16] . The reference software includes an implementation of the scalable video coding (SVC) extension to the H.264 standard [20] . The details of SVC can be found in [21] , [22] . The JSVM reference software is implemented in C++ and contains several executables. We use the following executables: H264AVCEn-coderLibTest, BitStreamExtractor, H264AVCDecoderLibTest, and FixedQPEncoder. The H264AVCEncoderLibTest is a configurable SVC encoder that can compress a raw video file into a global stream. This global stream consists of several embedded substreams, which deliver lower quality video representations at lower rates. The global stream is stored as a file. The BitStreamExtractor tool extracts a user-specified substream from an existing global stream and stores it in a new file. Further stream extractions from this substream file are possible as the syntax and semantics of the global stream and substream files are identical. The H264AVCDecoderLibTest is an SVC decoder that decompresses coded stream into a raw video file.
Since the H264AVCEncoderLibTest does not implement rate control algorithm for a user-specified rate constraint, we have to use quantization parameter (QP) to gauge the resulted stream rate. The FixedQPEncoder is a tool that searches the proper QPs to satisfy rate constraints. It iteratively calls H264AVCEncoder-LibTest with estimated QP values, and stops when the resulted stream rate is within an acceptable range of the desired rate.
In addition, we have implemented the three algorithms proposed in this paper: FGSOPT, MFGS, and MFGSOPT. All algorithms are implemented in Java and the code is available from the authors.
Video sequences: We consider diverse video sequences. We choose five standard video sequences for our experiments: City, Mobile, Soccer, Harbour and Crew. The first four are in CIF format and the fifth is in 4CIF. We encode these sequences with the widely adopted IBBBPBBBP group of picture (GoP) structure at 30 frames per second. We first encode a sequence with single layer configuration using the FixedQPEncoder tool to get appropriate QP values for the target base layer rate. We then use the same QP values to code an FGS stream. We instrument the reference software to extract the rate-distortion characteristics of the nonscalable and FGS streams.
Clients: We consider large number of clients with network bandwidth distributed according to five representative distributions. The first is a normal distribution with mean at 1000 kbps and standard deviation of 100 kbps. The second is a bimodal distribution that consists of two normally-distributed peaks with means at 250 and 1000 kbps, and standard deviations of 25 and 100. This bimodal distribution is skewed to the right: 80% of client classes are from the normal distribution with mean 1000 kbps. The third is a bi-modal distribution with the same setting, except that it is skewed to the left: 80% of client classes are from the normal distribution with mean 250 kbps. The fourth is a multi-modal distribution with three normal distributions, which represents a typical client distribution in today's Internet: 50% of clients are equipped with dial-up connections, which have a normal distribution with mean 40 kbps and standard deviation of 25 kbps; 35% of clients use DSL services, where the average bandwidth is 1000 kbps with standard deviation of 100 kbps; and 15% of clients have high-speed connections with average bandwidth 2000 kbps and standard deviation of 200 kbps. The last distribution is uniform between 35 and 3005 kbps. In all these client bandwidth distributions, we consider the client bandwidth estimation accuracy is 5 kbps.
Streaming Scenario: We define eight representative streaming scenarios as illustrated by Table III. These streaming scenarios have different R-D characteristics, which are captured by classifying them into several categories of video sequences. For example, a sports event sequence would have similar R-D characteristics to the Soccer sequence. Streaming scenarios also have diverse groups of viewers and viewing popularity, which are captured by client bandwidth distributions and number of clients. We use these scenarios in our experiments to evaluate our algorithms.
B. Average Quality Improvement
As mentioned in the introduction section, we are not aware of similar algorithms in the literature that optimize the average quality by controlling the base layer rate. Therefore, we compare the results of our algorithm to the results of heuristic methods. That is, we choose two reasonable rates for the base layer and compare the resulting quality against the quality produced by our algorithms. Indeed, there are too many other choices and we cannot cover all of them in our experiments. This is not really an issue because our algorithms are provably optimal, and the best that heuristic methods can do is to approach our algorithms by trial and error.
We first evaluate the quality improvement achieved by our single sequence algorithm, which is denoted by FGSOPT in the plots. We present a sample result with streaming scenario VIII defined in Table III , other scenarios yield similar results. We run the FGSOPT algorithm to compute the optimal base layer rate. We choose two base layer rates for comparison: 100 and 1000 kbps. We compute the perceived quality for each client class and the average quality over all classes. The result is shown in Fig. 8(a) . The figure clearly shows that the average quality over all classes has been improved using our FGSOPT algorithm. Across all client classes, the average quality improvement is more than 2 dB.
Next, we evaluate the quality improvement achieved by our multiple sequence algorithm, which is denoted by MFGSOPT in the plots. We consider seven streaming scenarios, where scenarios I through VI consists of two simultaneous streaming sequences and scenario VII consists of four. In this experiment, we assume the server bandwidth is not the bottleneck. We run the MFGSOPT algorithm to compute the optimal base layer rate for each sequence. We also choose two base layer rates 100 and 1000 kbps for comparison. We compute the average quality over all clients across sequences. As shown by Fig. 8(b) , a significant quality improvement can be achieved using our MFGSOPT algorithm. For example, in scenarios III, our algorithm produces up to 10 dB improvement in quality. This reveals that intelligent-chosen base layer rates can greatly improve average quality for all clients across all sequences.
C. Performance of the Heuristic MFGS Algorithm
We compare the achieved average quality of our heuristic algorithm, denoted as MFGS in the plots, against the achieved average quality of our branch-and-bound algorithm. We first assume that server bandwidth is not the bottleneck. We compute the base layer rates for all sequences using MFGS, and compute the average quality for all clients across all sequences. We repeat the experiment using the MFGSOPT algorithm. Fig. 9(a) compares the results of both algorithms. The figure shows that our heuristic algorithm produces base layer rates that lead to almost-optimal average quality.
Second, we consider scenarios where server bandwidth is the bottleneck. We employ streaming scenario VII defined above. We vary server bandwidth from 150 Mbps to 600 Mbps at a 50 Mbps step. We run both MFGS and MFGSOPT algorithms, and compare their average quality over all clients across all sequences. We plot the results in Fig. 9(b) . The figure again verifies that our heuristic algorithm yields near-optimal results.
D. Time Complexity and Scalability
We study the running times of the MFGS and MFGSOPT algorithms in different setting. We first choose streaming scenario VII, which consists of four streaming sequences. We vary the server bandwidth from 150 to 600 Mbps at a 50 Mbps step. We run both algorithms and measure the running times on a machine with 2.66-GHz processor and 2-GB memory running Linux. Fig. 10 presents the results, which show that MFGS algorithm always terminates in less than 0.2 s, while MFGSOPT takes up to 45 s to complete. We notice that MFGSOPT runs significantly faster with higher server bandwidth. This is because with higher server bandwidth, the rate assignments returned by BOUND subroutine are likely to be feasible. This enables MFG-SOPT to locate an optimal solution without inspecting a subtree, and thus reduces its running time. We next investigate the scalability of the heuristic MFGS algorithm as the number of sequences increases. We generate 32 normally-distributed client distributions with random mean values between 50 and 2500 kbps and standard deviation of 50 kbps. We assume each client distribution has ten clients. We then assign each of these client distributions to a streaming sequence with R-D characteristic randomly chosen from the following four sequences: Mobile, City, Soccer, and Harbour. We run MFGS with different numbers of sequences: from 1 to 32. Fig. 11 shows the results. We can see that our MFGS algorithm solves a multiple sequence problem with 32 sequences in about 0.6 s. We also observe that the running time of MFGS is roughly linear in the number of sequences. For example, it terminates in about 0.2, 0.35, and 0.5 s with 20, 25, and 30 sequences, respectively. This indicates that our algorithm is scalable with respect to number of sequences.
E. Quality Gap Function
The FGSOPT and MFGSOPT algorithms assume that the quality gap is a non-increasing function of base layer rate . To validate the accuracy of this assumption, we compute the quality gap at various base layer rates. We use the reference software to encode the test sequences with base layer rates between 100 and 3000 kbps with an increment of 250 kbps. Each base layer rate results in a unique FGS coded stream that supports decoding rates between and 3000 kbps. To quantify the coding efficiency gap at a specific base layer rate , we decode the stream at many decoding rates between and 3000 kbps and we take the average over all of them. We compute the reconstructed quality at each decoding rate by first extracting the substream that matches this rate. Then we decode the extracted substream and compare it against the original video stream. The results shown in Fig. 12 confirm the nonincreasing property of the quality gap function. On the same figure we plot a fourth order polynomial function that best fits the quality gap curve. We do this because our algorithms need to computes the quality gap at different base layer rates. Thus instead of empirically measuring the quality gap at too many base layer rates, which is computationally expensive, we estimate the polynomial function and employ it in the algorithms. Estimating the polynomial function requires measuring the quality gap only at a few base layer rates.
F. Rate-Distortion Function
Our streaming structuring algorithms require a rate-distortion (R-D) function that estimates the expected distortion at a given decoding rate when the stream is encoded in a nonscalable manner. Through extensive experiments, we have found that this R-D function can be approximated by a simple quadratic function. Fig. 13 shows some of the results, where we compute the R-D function at 12 sampling bit rates for four sequences. The figure also shows the best-fit quadratic function produced by the Matlab curve-fitting tool for the sample points. We note that the results in Fig. 13 provide guidelines for the administrator on the shape of the R-D functions and should be considered as a first approximation. Indeed, more elaborate R-D models can be found in the literature, but they are quite complex and expensive to implement. For detailed discussion and comparisons of various R-D models, see for example [19] and references therein.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we first investigated the characteristics of FGS coded video streams. We designed several experiments using the emerging H.264/MPEG-4 SVC coder to study the trade-off between the coding efficiency and the range of clients that can be supported. The base layer rate is the main controlling parameter: Larger base layer rates yield higher coding efficiency but support fewer client classes, and vice versa. Our experiments show that the coding efficiency gap is a non-increasing function of the base layer rate. Then, we formulated a single-sequence optimization problem to determine the base layer rate that achieves the best average video quality for a given client distribution. Solving this optimization problem is expensive, because there are too many possible choices for the base layer rate of FGS coded streams. We proposed a simple algorithm that runs in linear time. We proved that our algorithm yields the optimal base layer rate. Our proposed FGSOPT algorithm can be used in streaming systems in which: 1) the sever is broadcasting a single FGS-coded stream to many clients or 2) the server pre-allocates a fixed bandwidth for each stream.
We extended our formulation to multiple FGS video sequences, which is more general and applicable to servers that are concurrently streaming multiple sequences to diverse client communities. We formulated the problem and proved that it is NP-complete. Then, we proposed a branch-and-bound algorithm (MFGSOPT) that finds the optimal solution. This algorithm could be used for off-line cases in which the server has estimates on future client distributions and can therefore produces optimal FGS streams for them apriori. For dynamic cases, we proposed a heuristic algorithm (MFGS) that runs significantly faster than the branch-and-bound algorithm and produces near-optimal results.
We rigorously evaluated our proposed algorithms. We implemented our algorithms and compared their achieved average quality against rule-of-thumb coding structures, which is the current practice. Our results indicated that our optimal algorithms, FGSOPT and MFGSOPT, achieve better average perceived quality for all clients. We also showed the efficiency of our heuristic MFGS algorithm, and verified that it scales to large number of sequences. Finally, we experimentally validated the non-increasing property of the quality gap function assumed by our algorithms, and we showed that a simple quadratic function is a good approximation for rate-distortion models used in our algorithms.
